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Abstract 
A successful journey for learners in being literate whether in reading, writing or numerical in the 
Foundation Phase is determined by what and how teachers plan and chooses pedagogical strategies 
to teach learners. This paper argues on the assertion that while schools are working towards combating 
exclusion of learners in different forms, teachers cannot be left behind in this exercise because they are 
key players in the education system. On this background, it is therefore imperative to know what 
teachers are doing in their classrooms. The realization of inclusive classrooms and practices depend 
solely on teachers as the drivers of inclusive pedagogy through the use of inclusive strategies. It is for 
this reason that before reading and writing, as well as numerical skills are taught, inclusive pedagogy 
should be a pre-requisite for teachers to consider it when planning activities in order to engage different 
learners. This happens at the background that it is well known and a call for concern that some learners 
in different classrooms are faced with systematically challenges of being excluded during teaching and 
learning in terms of the type of activities and pedagogical strategies that are employed during the 
process. Using Florian (2014) framework on the key principles that underpins inclusive pedagogy, this 
paper is reporting on the observed and attested second principle which advocates that teachers must 
believe that they can teach all children by creating safe and enjoyable environments. Both direct 
classroom observations and individual interviews were used to elicit data from Foundation Phase in-
service teachers. The study used a qualitative methodology to analyse data. What has been found from 
the data is that, teachers employed various inclusive pedagogical practices in teaching reading and 
writing as well as numerical content skills by the use of rhymes and songs which accommodated all 
learners irrespective of their levels of abilities. This was found to be an inclusive pedagogical strategy 
that showed the potential of stimulating, reviving and increasing learners level of confidence in learning. 
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1 INTRODUCTION  
Inclusive pedagogy is defined as an approach to teaching and learning that supports teachers to 
respond to individual differences among learners but avoids the marginalisation that occurs because 
some students are treated differently (Florian, 2015).  In the South African context, Makoelle (2014) 
states that inclusive pedagogy is the totality of teaching methods, approaches, forms and principles that 
enhance learner participation. On this background, the DBE aims to achieve the set goals of inclusive 
education through White Paper 6 (WP6) therefore, demand is placed on teachers to respond to the 
diverse needs of learners in classrooms.  

The DBE states that “classroom educators will be our primary resource for achieving our goal of inclusive 
education and training system” (DBE, 2001, p.18).  It seems that the teachers’ use of inclusive 
pedagogical practices is key since the national curriculum statement declared that inclusivity in terms of 
accommodating all learners learning needs should become a central part of management, lesson 
planning and teaching at each school (DBE, 2012). This declaration can only happen if all teachers have 
a sound understanding of how to recognise and address barriers to learning, and how to plan for diversity 
(DBE, 2012). However, in establishing an education and training system for the 21st Century, teachers 
carry a special responsibility to implement values that ensure that all learners with and without additional 
learning needs pursue their learning potential to the fullest (DBE, 2001). 

Within this specific context, the study investigated inclusive pedagogy in Foundation phase rural ordinary 
classrooms. In the light of the above, the following research question will guide the investigation: 

1 Which teaching strategies influence learners participation in rural classrooms? 
2 In which ways does rhymes and songs create an inclusive enjoyable teaching and learning 

atmosphere among learners? 
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3 How is the classroom context being constructed for an enjoyable teaching and learning 
environment? 

4 What types of rhymes and songs do Foundation Phase teachers employ to teach inclusively? 

Florian’s framework for participation in classrooms is considered as having a significance in this study 
and it provides an analytical approach to examine inclusive pedagogical practices employed by teachers 
in rural ordinary classrooms. The findings of this study are presented within this framework.  

2 METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Background and context 
The study has been conducted in four Foundation Phase rural ordinary schools situated in the 
geographical context of Malamulele in Limpopo province. They all share constraining factors that may 
vary in degree yet most are similar. These schools are situated on the outskirts of Malamulele Town, 
three of which are within 50 kilometres radius from the local Township, and one school is within 30-
kilometre radius from the local town. Most of the learners who attend these schools hail from the local 
community.  

This means that all the learners, speak Xitsonga both as their Home Language and as their language 
of instruction at school. Most of the learners come from either lower-class income or unemployed 
families and are therefore mostly social grants recipients. Also, the village schools are situated in high 
density rural settlement. Two schools are close to the Kruger National Park gate. The fact of this 
closeness to the game park compromises the safety of the learners given the fact of wild animals such 
as lions, elephants, leopards and buffalos. The villagers and their cattle and crops are also at risk. 

2.2 Participants 
The main participants are four Foundation Phase teachers based in Malamulele East Circuit. The four 
schools and four teachers were selected using purposive sampling. The study chose Foundation Phase 
(Grade one-three) because of the following reasons (a) It is the phase where formal schooling starts, 
(b) From grade one, learners are assessed formally in order to progress to the next grades. (c)  Grade 
three is the grade exit from Foundation phase to Intermediate phase where learners are exposed to a 
variety of subjects.   
I have requested the information regarding these teachers from the Human resource office in the circuit, 
thereafter, I consulted the teachers that I hoped to work with to conduct my research. They were at Wits 
for the Foundation Phase BEd programme for their respective circuits. This study purposely looked for 
these participants because they matched the description of what the study was looking for. The study 
looked for participants who have been exposed to inclusive education in the Wits programme and 
practising as teachers.  

2.3 Data analysis 
The study investigated possible inclusive pedagogical practices evident in Foundation Phase ordinary 
classrooms in rural Malamulele. Given the nature of qualitative phenomena in the classroom, this study 
used a qualitative research approach in order to gain in-depth understanding of the use of inclusive 
pedagogical practices at Foundation Phase ordinary classrooms. McMillan and Schumacher (2014) 
justify the use of qualitative studies when the researcher is gathering data on naturally occurring 
phenomena.  

Data analysis techniques included a combination of inductive and deductive thematic analysis. Since 
direct observations was used, the study compared the information observed amongst the four 
participants into themes to determine whether they match or do not match. The study has used 
interviews for analysis in which key words and themes emerged which were identified to explain the 
correlations and explain the reasons that informed teachers use of inclusive pedagogy and their 
justifications. 

Qualitative research is an accepted methodology for many important questions, with significant 
contributions to both theory and practice (McMillan and Schumacher, 2014). Accordingly, Marshall & 
Rossman (2006, p. 97) refer to qualitative researchers as typically relying on four methods of collecting 
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data which are; participating in the setting, observing directly, interviewing in depth and analysing 
documents which form the basis of the research or “the staples of the diet”. 

2.4 Data Collection Procedure 
Data collection method for this study included direct observations and individual interviews. Firstly, 
permission was sought from all participants and have voluntarily signed an informed consent form to be 
observed as well as being interviewed and audio recorded. Both classroom observations and 
subsequent interviews were used by Florian and Black-Hawkins (2011). The study took place in four 
schools which are situated in Malamulele East Circuit. Below are the three underlying assumptions 
developed by Florian (2014) with the aim that it can be adopted by teachers. The study used the 
assumptions to investigate the use of inclusive pedagogy by Foundation Phase teachers in rural 
classrooms.  

Table 1: IPAA Framework (Florian, 2014, p. 7) 

Underlying assumptions Actions Key Challenge 

Difference must be accounted 
for as an essential 
aspect(knowing) 

Replacing deterministic views of 
ability with a concept of 
transformability 

“Bell- curve” thinking and notions 
of fixed ability still underpin the 
structure of schooling 

Teachers must believe (can be 
convinced) that they are 
qualified/capable of teaching all 
children. (believing) 

Demonstrating how the difficulties 
students experience in learning 
can be considered dilemmas for 
teaching rather than problems 
within students 

The identification of difficulties in 
learning and the associated focus 
on what the learner cannot do 
often puts a ceiling on learning and 
achievement 

The profession must develop 
creative new ways of working 
with others. (doing) 

Modelling new creative ways of 
working with and through others 

Change the way we think about 
inclusion (from “most” and “some” 
to everybody 

3 RESULTS 

3.1 Which teaching strategies influence learners participation in rural 
classrooms? 

3.1.1 Whole class teaching in relation to singing together /enjoyment 
From classroom observations and individual interviews conducted from the Foundation Phase teachers’, 
the study noted that their use of inclusive pedagogical strategies such as whole class instruction 
confirmed Florian’s’ underlying assumptions that the teacher must believe that he/she is capable of 
teaching all learners. The use of rhymes and songs through teaching showed that the Foundation Phase 
teachers went an extra mile to develop new creative ways of teaching that will accommodate all learners. 
The data generated revealed that foundation phase teachers teaching was dominated by teaching 
through rhymes and songs as a whole class instruction. The rhymes and songs were included in both 
Xitsonga and Mathematics lessons. The songs and rhymes used helped in breaking the tension. Even 
learners who were not participating during the teaching of content, they also assisted in setting a positive 
teaching and learning atmosphere as learners showed excitement as they sang and recited rhymes.  
Whole class instruction or teaching is a sound pedagogical practice that teachers use in their daily 
teaching and it is manifested in direct Instruction (Florian & Black-Hawkins, 2011). 

3.2 Whole class teaching in relation to singing together/enjoyment 

3.2.1 In what ways do rhymes and songs create an inclusive enjoyable teaching and learning 
atmosphere among learners? 

Below is an example of the positive effect rhymes and songs brings in the teaching and learning 
environment which in turn create a safe and enjoyable experience.  

A lesson that was begun with a song sang by all learners with excitement saying: “A ku ri Nsoto 
ni mixo tlhelo ka nambu” meaning “It was on Sunday morning next to the river” learners seemed 
to be enjoying and singing confidently clapping hands. Mazwayi (classroom observation, May 03, 
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2017). This she confirmed during interviews session. “you saw in the beginning, those songs are 
most important, you saw when my children started dancing. Did you see the excitement? 
(Mazwayi personal interview, May o4, 2017).  
Here singing was used as a whole class instruction to start the lesson. While after her Xitsonga 
lesson, she played a song on her phone and all learners started dancing while some learners 
were leading in. A song that made all learners dance including those that were not actively 
participating in terms of giving responses. Learners were taught phonics “kh” sound. The teacher 
used a rhyme to emphasize the sound by singing the rhyme along with all learners. The use of 
rhymes in teaching phonics as the example articulated above was evident that whole class 
teaching was employed as an inclusive pedagogical strategy (Mazwayi classroom observation, 
May 04, 2017).  

I believe that bringing these ideas of using rhymes and songs into practice can yield good results 
because introducing songs in classrooms can be used to teach difficult words and accent in a language 
while in Life skills the teacher can teach confidence and body language. Songs and rhymes are 
pedagogical and fundamental tools that can be used to teach multiple skills such as mental, 
coordination, memory, concentration, agility, creativity as well as improvisation.  

3.2.2 What types of rhymes and songs do Foundation Phase teachers employ to teach 
inclusively? 

Here, rhymes that were dominantly used were English rhymes although they also sang songs in 
Xitsonga as a language of teaching and learning. The Xitsonga songs that were sung by learners were 
action and traditional songs. It was very interesting to see how teachers used both languages to teach 
and not depend on the language of instruction. The intention of the teacher was to create learning 
opportunities that will accommodate all learners in order to fully participate during and after the lesson.  

In her Mathematics lesson, she asked all learners after all have finished writing classwork to come 
to the front and sing a rhyme “Here we are together, together, together”. Learners sang with 
excitement as they demonstrated the actions of the rhyme. They sang moving around the class 
even though the space was limited due to a small class and many desks that consumed a lot of 
space. The song above was used by the teacher as whole class instruction to finish a lesson 
(Masiza classroom observation, May 09, 2017).   
In her Xitsonga lesson, to get the attention of the learners, Teacher Masiza sang a rhyme and 
asked all learners to sing along with her. The rhyme said: “If you are happy and you know it clap 
your hands”. A song that made learners join in excitement with bright and happy faces reflecting 
the song they sang. Singing was used as a whole class instruction to get learners attention 
(Masiza classroom observation, May 09, 2017). 
All learners clapped for their friend who gave the response. Madam Masiza asked them if they 
agree with Kholani [pseudonym] and all raised their hands as an indication that they agree with 
Kholani. In most of the responses learners responded in unison, and madam Masiza encouraged 
them to clap for themselves (Masiza classroom observation, May 10, 2017). 

From this example, while songs were employed as inclusive practices, data revealed that teachers 
encouraged learners clapping of hands and giving responses in unison which was accompanied by an 
organized beat and sound as clapping and talking in unison shares some relationship with singing. Hand 
clapping songs improve motor and cognitive skills. These fun hand-clapping songs put a rhythm and 
coordination amongst the learners.  

3.2.3 How is the classroom context being constructed for an enjoyable teaching and 
learning environment? 

The creation of an enjoyable environment was reinforced by setting up classroom rules which were 
validated during teaching and learning. Learners knowing their roles and executing them well was a 
positive contribution for the creation of a safe enjoyable environment. These preparations led to effective 
teaching and learning. 

3.2.3.1 Whole class teaching in relation to reinforcement of rules 
Two girls entered the classroom with blankets. They spread them on the floor in front of the classroom 
next to the chalkboard. In few seconds, I observed four pieces of black and grey blankets with white 
stripes laid on the floor. Teacher, Mlambo instructed the first group to come and sit on the blankets (used 
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as carpet), followed by the second group, then the third group, the fourth group and lastly the fifth group. 
They were all seated with arms crossed and their legs crossed and quiet looking at the teacher (Mlambo 
classroom observation date, May 12, 2017).   

In Teacher Mlambo’s class learners seated on small blankets which are also used as carpet in grade 
two classrooms, teacher seated on the chair with her learners seated in a half moon circle. She greets 
the learners. Then reminds them of the classroom rules, that they should be quiet in class, they must 
respect each other, they must appreciate each other’s efforts by doing “thumbs up!” when someone has 
given a response to teacher’s questions during the lesson. In her shared reading lesson Teacher 
Mlambo, was seated on a black plastic chair in front of the learners, next to her was a big book placed 
on a chair in a standing position (Mlambo classroom observation date, May 12, 2017). 

A similar use of Whole class instruction for setting out rules was observed in Teacher Mazwayis’ class: 
learners sit in groups of six mixed genders of four group tables in the class of 28 learners. She reminded 
learners of the classroom rules, such as of silence in class (Mazwayi classroom observation date, May 
04, 2017).  

3.2.3.2 Whole class teaching in relation to counting and reading together/rote learning 

Some of the observed classroom practices involved teachers doing oral and mental counting with 
the whole class for 15 minutes. Learners were counting forward in ones from zero to one hundred. 
The mental calculation was on the number 100.  Learners were asked to build up numbers using 
100. Oral counting of number symbols and mental mathematics was taught through the use of 
whole class instruction which gives all learners an opportunity to participate in teaching and 
learning.  
She started her lesson with oral counting which was followed by mental calculations, from 92-
100. In this activity, learners were asked to count in 2’s as a whole class activity that she referred 
to as Skip counting. Step 2 was counting in 5’s from 50-100 which they did forward and backward. 
This activity went on for ten minutes. Some learners counted using their little fingers, others used 
the hundred number charts in their DBE Workbooks. Step 3, she introduced word sums 
(problems) (Mlambo classroom observation date, May 11, 2017). 

“When I use the whole class strategy, it’s when I do things like counting, different kinds of 
counting, there all learners are engaged and maximum participation is there for all learners” 
(Masiza personal interview, May 10, 2017).  

3.2.3.3 Teaching social life skills 
Teacher Mazwayi (pseudonym) modelled good social skills to learners. As I entered the 
classroom and went to take my seat, she greeted the learners and took the responsibility of 
introducing me to the learners. She asked them to stand and greet me. A welcoming atmosphere 
as I was greeted and welcomed with smiling faces of innocent boys and girls full of energy looking 
eager to learn. She led them in a short prayer before they went for their break to eat. That day 
the menu was pap and milk (Mazwayi classroom observation, May 04, 2017).  
During her Mathematics lesson, she stopped the lesson and led them in a classroom pledge that 
says: “just for today, I give thanks for my many blessings, just for today I will not worry, just for 
today I will not be angry, just for today I can do my work honestly and diligently, just for today I 
am a success” A declaration which I saw learners’ faces being brightened and encouraged to 
learn Mathematics (Mazwayi classroom observation, May 03, 2017).  

4 DISCUSSION 
It is important to note that the four sub-themes outlined above under whole class instruction which are; 
whole class instruction in relation to singing together, whole class instruction in relation to reinforcement 
of rules as well as counting and reading together and teaching social life skills is understood in terms of 
Florian and Black-Hawkins (2011) element of participation and diversity. This was validated by teachers 
use of songs and rhymes for introducing the lessons, during and in concluding the lessons which brought 
enjoyment and excitement for diverse learners in the classroom. It is worth mentioning that songs were 
sang by diverse learners and they all enjoyed irrespective of their diversity, songs brought them together 
in learning. The data argue that singing together is a practice that makes it possible for all learners to 
participate without any kind of negative evaluation or assessment; the only criteria is enjoyment.  
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Drawing from the theoretical framework that the study employed, reinforcement of rules through whole 
class instruction can be understood as fitting with Florian and Black-Hawkins (2011) framework for 
participation, particularly the element of participation and collaboration. It is interesting to observe that 
teachers used whole class instruction to remind learners of the rules in this collective way that 
encourages co-operation and sets up protocols and an environment for collaboration in the classroom. 

Whole class teaching in relation to counting and reading together was found to be an inclusive strategy 
and effectively used by Foundation Phase teachers. This strategy seems to give learners the opportunity 
to build their confidence. In the Mathematics lesson. The teacher asked all learners to start counting 
days of the week which they did in Xitsonga (their language of instruction). No learners’ limitations were 
exposed because all learners were reading together. This was followed by another whole class activity 
where learners were asked to read the twelve months of the year in Xitsonga. Then learners were asked 
to read the twelve months of the year individually. All learners took turns to read while the teacher 
praised them. 

However, the practices of using counting and reading together is in support with the element of 
participation and access which advocates for all learners learning needs to be equally met by employing 
equal multiple opportunities for learners (Florian and Black-Hawkins, 2011). 

Teaching social life skills refers to teacher modelling, a desirable behaviour in the class that learners 
imitate or follow (Florian & Black-Hawkins,2011). Teaching social life skills is an Inclusive pedagogical 
practice that promotes oneness between learners, principles of Ubuntu, as well as learners’ educational 
rights enshrined in the South African Constitution in the Bill of Rights (Bill of Rights, 1996).  In an 
inclusive context, teachers’ role of teaching learners social life skills through various activities is what 
inclusive education as a concept advocates. 

The examples highlighted on teaching of social life skills as an incluisve pedagogical practice were also 
used by teachers to model good behaviour, acceptable conduct, modelling good social skills by praising 
learners and leading learners to pledge their commitment to their own learning, as well as reinforcing 
principles such as respect,honour,spirutual awareness and learners commitment.  

Acknowledging and accounting of differences amongst learners was seen by teachers’ utterances 
indicating that “All children can Learn” (Masiza personal interview, May 10, 2017).  Another one stated 
that she read a book which was titled “Education for All” (Mlambo personal interview, May 12, 2017). 
This seems to suggest that “everyone can learn given the right resources, and the right methods” 
(Mlambo personal interview, May 12, 2017). Another teacher expressed her knowledge of Inclusive 
pedagogy by accounting for differences. She indicated that “every child can learn but [at] different paces” 
(Mazwayi personal interview, May, 04, 2017). Therefore, she uses individualization as an Inclusive 
pedagogical practice in order to meet all learners needs. Another response was that “inclusive education 
[we are] taught … that you include all learners; all learners are the same and all learners need to learn” 
(Masiza personal interview, May 10, 2017).  

5 CONCLUSIONS 
Generally whole class instruction was used for giving instructions and explaining daily classroom 
routines. Teachers were found being engaged to these practices in their classrooms. Secondly, teachers 
use of whole class instruction in ordinary classrooms was exciting to observe as they created a relaxed 
environment where learners sang and danced with enjoyment.This inclusive practice that teachers were 
found to be engaged in is in line with what Florian (2014) refers as ‘craft knowledge’ the creative ways 
that teachers uses to teach inclusively for all learners to feel accommodated. While Mariga et al., (2014) 
maintains that the essential role of the teacher is to ensure that learners in their respective classrooms 
bond together and this could be seen to be happening through dance and singing activities. 
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